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“As good a paper machine looks like, as good the machine is running!” under this slogan, 

Propapier produces corrugated board base paper at 2 site in Germany. 

The philosophy but also the trend towards lighter basis weight motivated us, to put focus on 

“Efficiency development due to clean paper machines.” We distinguish between two topics: 

cleaning the machine during shut downs and optimization of at the paper machine with 

respect to cleanness. 

Both machines are shut about 6 % of the year. During two major shut downs, the machines 

become cleaned inside and outside. Long time taking clean ups are proceeded in water and 

ventilation system. During 12 h shuts, that occur every 4 weeks, all neuralgic points become 

cleaned from in- and outside also.  Every 3 h shut the machine gets cleaned only at the outer 

side. 

Our presentation describes the single shut down in detail. 

The optimizations at the paper machine are versatile. The biggest enemy of a papermaker by 

producing corrugated board base paper is the dirt, that is coming with the waste paper. So it 

is logical to start optimization at this point. 

- A great number of different themes will be discussed: 

- Waste paper recipe inspection 

- Sticky reduction at long fiber screening 

- Water loop optimization (Ultra filter) 

- Chemical cleaning at the wet end 

- Billow reduction at the press section 

- Shock drying at the dry end 

- Influence of starch viscosity on agglomeration 

 

The success of each optimization is hard to name, because dirt is not measurable. It is more 

likely seen at the influence of dirt at the machine. Dirt causes break down times, speed 

reduction and quality losses. The success of all actions in sum can be seen at Propapiers 

PM2. We gained several world records and stabilized the production of sensitive grades like 

fluting 70 g/m², at that site. 


